LESSEN UIT AFRIKA
tekst: Alan McSmith

Wisdom from an
African hut
I’m sure many readers are familiar with the round circular shape of an African mud
hut. It’s kind of synonymous with a typical village scene. But is there a reason? And
why should it be of interest to us living in modern cities with flats, shopping malls and
skyscrapers?
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TAKE YOUR PROBLEM OUTSIDE
3ECONDLY CONSIDERTHESIGNIkCANCEOFACIRCULAR
SHAPE)TSMAGICAL!NDNOTONLYINARCHITECTURAL
terms. In most, if not all indigenous cultures, social
GATHERINGSANDCOUNCILSTOOKPLACEINCIRCLESAROUND
AFOCALPOINT5SUALLYAWARMkRE$IALOGUEAND
storytelling is easy in a circle as everyone is included,
and the warmth and energy is shared around the
GROUP lOWINGNATURALLY4HEREISNO ONE@ATTHEEND
OR@INTHECORNER%VERYONEISGROUNDED LITERALLY
Within the hut, families would sit and eat together
in the same way. And in African cultures where it is
WELLKNOWNHOWPOWERFULSTORYTELLINGANDCONlICT
RESOLUTIONWAS ANDSTILLIS THISISASIGNIkCANTREASON
4HISNATURALCIRCULARRHYTHMBECAMEINkNITELYLARGER
within the standards of traditional culture, where
FOOD RESOURCES IDEAS PROBLEMSANDSOLUTIONSWERE
shared.
I believe that there is a connection. A connection
THATYOUWILLkNDINTERESTINGANDIMPORTANTDESPITE
living some 10.000 kilometres from the nearest South!FRICANVILLAGE,ETMEEXPLAINWITHTHEFOLLOWING
story.
Firstly, there is a sound reason why traditional
African builders constructed round huts. Not only are
THEWALLSSIMPLERTOCONSTRUCTWITHNATURALMATERIALS
POLESANDMUD BUTTHEROOkNGSUPPORTBECOMES
easier to build from a circular foundation than say,
ASQUARESHAPEDBUILDING/NCETHEROOFISTHATCHED
WITHGRASS THEENDRESULTISANEAT COMPACTAND
sturdy structure. Functional. With a low door which
required visitors to bend over when entering, the huts
had no windows, but in some cases a ventilation hole
WASLEFTINTHETOPOFTHEROOF
To give you an idea of exactly how functional this
DESIGNISWHATDOYOUTHINKWOULDHAPPENIFACAMPkREWASLITONTHElOOROFSUCHAHUT$UETOTHECIRCULARSHAPEOFTHEWALLSANDTHEVORTEXCREATEDBYTHE
BREATHINGHOLEATTHETOP SMOKEWOULDSWIRLUPWARDS
ANDOUT)NABUILDINGWITHCORNERSORCOMPARTMENTS 
THISWOULDNOTBEPOSSIBLE0RIMITIVEAIR CONDITIONING
you could say.
And interesting that this was known to seemingly
UNSOPHISTICATEDPEOPLE LONGBEFOREITWAS@INVENTED
BYMODERNMAN!MERICAN)NDIANSALSOUSEDTHIS
NATURALDESIGNTOGREATEFFECTWITHTHEIRCIRCULARTEPEES
WHICHWEREINCREDIBLYEASYTOERECT%UROPEANSONTHE
other hand, tend to favour square or more elaborate
designs, and the early settlers in Africa built like this,
OFTENUSINGMETALROOkNG4HEENDRESULTHOUSESTHAT
were either very hot in summer or very cold in winter!
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I believe Westerners can learn a lot from this system,
and I urge you to try it yourself. The next time you
HAVEAPROBLEMTODISCUSSINTHEOFkCEORATHOME 
take it outside and sit down in a circle on the ground.
No chairs. For ambiance you can add some candles –
ORACAMPkREIFPOSSIBLEmINTHEMIDDLE4HENDISCUSS
YOURPROBLEMSLIKEATRADITIONAL!FRICAN SPEAKING
HONESTLY ANDTHEHUMBLESETTINGWILLPROVIDEYOU
WITHAGIFTTHEPOWEROFLISTENINGWELL9OULLBE
amazed!
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// My humility is bound up
in yours and we can only be
humans together //

MAKE WAY FOR STILLNESS
Thirdly, the entire village is in a circle. A circle of
circles. Therefore the energy emanating from each
HUTMAGNIkESAROUNDTHEENTIREVILLAGEANDHASATREMENDOUSIMPACTINTHESOCIALFUNCTIONANDBONDING
OFTHECOMMUNITY)NATYPICAL!FRICANVILLAGETHE
elders – due to their stature in the community – are
given their own huts which are normally larger, more
COMFORTABLEANDINTHEMOSTFAVOURABLEPOSITIONS
)TWASMOSTVALUABLEFORTHECOMMUNITYTOINCORPORATEELDERSWISDOM KNOWLEDGE COUNCILANDEXPERIence within the village, and not to exclude it.
!NOTHEREXAMPLEOFCIRCULARENERGY
7HATWASCOMMONPLACEINSOME3OUTHERN!FRICAN
cultures was to store the grain and seeds for the
FOLLOWINGSEASONSHARVEST THESTAPLEDIETSOFCORNOR
MAIZE INTHEELDERSHUT3PECIALPLATFORMSWERE
ERECTEDINTHEHUTSTOKEEPTHEGRAINDRYANDSAFE
FROMRODENTS4HERESPONSIBILITYOFNEXTYEARS
survival, of the entire village, therefore lay in the
care of the oldest and wisest. And furthermore, while
PARENTSWEREBUSY THECHILDRENOFTHEVILLAGEWOULD
SPENDTHEIRDAYSPLAYINGANDVISITINGTHEELDERSHUTS 
sitting beneath a shady tree learning about culture,
TRADITIONS MEDICINEANDSURVIVAL9OUCOULDSAY
learning of both the seen and unseen ways of the
community.

Can you see how the elders were revered by the
VILLAGE)TWASDECLAREDAPRIVILEGETONURTUREBOTH
kinds of seeds – seeds of the next harvest as well
as the seeds of the next generation. For a moment
COMPARETHEREALITYOF7ESTERNCULTURESWHEREELDERS
MAYBESIDELINEDFROMTHEPACEANDPRODUCTIVITYOF
LIFE4HESPEEDINWHICHTECHNOLOGYHASCHANGEDOUR
WORLDISTOOFAST-YOWNFATHERDOESNTEVENKNOW
what a fax machine looks like, and his knowledge,
SADLY HASBECOMESURPLUS"UTNOTHISWISDOM
I believe that it would serve us well, every now and
AGAIN TOSLOWTHEPACEDOWNANDRETURNTOBASICS
)NAWORLDkLLEDWITHCHAOSWESHOULDMAKEWAYFOR
STILLNESS!NDPERHAPSTORElECTONTHESTATEOFWISdom we are sharing with the future leaders of our
VILLAGES!SAFAMOUS!FRICANPROVERBDECLARES NO
DOUBTkRSTUTTEREDBYAWIZENEDOLDMANORWOMAN 
SITTINGONTHElOOROFAHUMBLEHUTMYHUMILITY
ISBOUNDUPINYOURSANDWECANONLYBEHUMANS
together. QQ

www.alanmcsmith.com
!LAN-C3MITHOP9OU4UBE
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